**COLORED WIRE** Central Distribution Center

When it comes to electrical wiring, DSG’s Distribution Center in St. Paul offers more than copper and aluminum color-coded wire. With more than 2,500 reels, labor-saving accessories and one of the fastest turnaround times in the business, we provide you with a complete wire-cutting solution that can help you to:

- **SIMPLIFY Installation**
- **REDUCE Inventory Expenses**
- **IMPROVE Productivity**
- **MINIMIZE Waste**

**Here’s How Our Colored Wire Central Distribution Center Works:**

**CUSTOM CUTS**
Whether it’s a few inches or a few hundred feet, our wire-cutting specialists can cut wire to any length that you need. Using the latest equipment, we make sure that each and every wire is cut accurately and cleanly, helping you to avoid the time and money associated with unnecessary waste.

**PAR REELS**
We can conveniently spool the wire with any combination of colored wire so you can speed up installation time and eliminate the hassle of handling multiple reels. You can get right to work with customized reels that are preloaded with wire specific to the size, color and length that your job requires.

**FAST TURNAROUND TIME**
At DSG, we understand that every minute counts, so when you order colored wire before noon from any DSG location, we will ship it out the same day.

**PULLING HEADS**
To help you pull wire even faster, ask us about adding pulling heads to your cut wire. This labor-saving tool (available for an extra charge) is secured to the end of the cut wire before it’s shipped to help you reduce setup time. Plus, these durable pulling heads are crimped to the wire under extreme pressure, so they’ll hold strong throughout the entire pull.

**Let DSG turn your next project into a success story that your customers will share.**